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A METHOD OF FRACTIONAL STEPS
FOR SCALAR CONSERVATION LAWS

WITHOUT THE CFL CONDITION

HELGE HOLDEN AND NILS HENRIK RISEBRO

Abstract. We present a numerical method for the «-dimensional initial value

problem for the scalar conservation law u{xx , ... , x„ , t)¡ + Y!¡=\ fi(u)x¡ = 0 ,

u(xx.Xn , 0) = «o(*i > • • • , xn). Our method is based on the use of dimen-

sional splitting and Dafermos's method to solve the one-dimensional equations.

This method is unconditionally stable in the sense that the time step is not

limited by the space discretization. Furthermore, we show that this method

produces a subsequence which converges to the weak entropy solution as both

the time and space discretization go to zero. Finally, two numerical examples

are discussed.

0. Introduction

Scalar conservation laws, given their wide range of applications, have been

studied extensively over the years, both from a mathematical, physical and nu-

merical point of view. Fundamental problems are the emergence of discontin-

uous solutions of the partial differential equation with the subsequent call for

weak solutions, which again results in subtle uniqueness questions. Existence

and uniqueness were first proved for the general Cauchy problem by Conway

and Smoller [2], and later on by Kuznetsov [9], Vol'pert [10], Kruzkov [8] who

used a viscosity method. We will here use Kruzkov's formulation of the entropy

condition, which is a mechanism to identify the unique physical solution.

We here study the Cauchy problem

(0.1) ui + ±f,iu)x, = P,

uixx, ■ ■ ■ , x„, 0) = uoixx,... , x„).

Kruzkov's definition of the entropy weak solution reads as follows:   u is the

entropy weak solution if for all constants k , all <p £ C0X, <p > 0, the inequality
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(0.2)
//Jr" Jt>o

dnxdt<t>t\u -k\ + ûgn(u - k) ̂ 2ifiu) - fiik))<pXi
1=1

+ /   \u0 - k\<f>ixx, ..., xn, P)dnx > 0

holds.
The method of fractional steps, or dimensional splitting, was introduced by

Godunov [5] in connection with gas dynamics, and later modified and extended

by various authors.
Let us briefly describe the method of fractional steps, due to Godunov, for

the case n = 2. Let w(x, y, t) = S(í)uq(x, y) denote the entropy solution of

(03) Ut+f(u)x  +  g(u)y=0,

u(x,y, 0) = u0ix,y)

at time t. Similarly, let d(x , y, t) = Sf'x(t)v0(x, y) denote the entropy solu-

tion of

(0.4) v, + fiu)x = 0,

vix,y,0) = v0(x,y)

at time t, when y is considered a parameter. The idea is then to alternately ap-

ply the operators Sf'x and Sg'y (defined as S-f'x , but with y as a parameter)

for small time steps Ai to approximate u(x, y, t), viz.,

(0.5)        uix,y,t) = (S(t)u0)(x, y) « [Sf'x(At)S*>?(&)]"u0(x, y)

with nAt = t.
When solving the one-dimensional problem (0.5), one may choose from a

variety of methods available. Crandall and Majda [3] analyze rigorously the

method of fractional steps for monotone schemes, the Glimm method, and the

Lax-Wendroff scheme.
We here propose another scheme which has the advantage of yielding an un-

conditionally stable approximation in the sense that the time step is not limited

by the space step used in the discretization; i.e., one does not need the Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. Our method is based on an idea by Dafermos

[4] of approximating the flux function by a polygon, i.e., a continuous, piecewise

linear function. Furthermore, the initial data are approximated by step func-

tions, thereby yielding (multiple) Riemann problems. This has the advantage

of replacing rarefaction waves by shocks in the solution, and thus the solution

will be a step function in x for each t. Holden, Holden, and Hoegh-Krohn

[6], [7] developed this approach into a numerical method for n = 1 .

We now give a brief summary of the paper. Let S > 0 denote the parameter

measuring the polygonal approximation of the flux function in the sense of

(1.2), and fix a grid in the x, y-plane. We then use the Dafermos scheme in

the x-direction for a small time step Ai. The solution is then projected back

onto the original grid before we apply the Dafermos scheme in the y-direction

for a time step At, using the solution computed in the x-direction as initial

data. Each time after we apply the Dafermos scheme, we project the function

onto the original grid, thereby obtaining a sequence of functions indexed by the
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number of iterations and the mesh size. In a series of lemmas we then prove

that this sequence is uniformly bounded by the initial data in the L°°-norm,

the T.V.-norm, and has Li-norm which is Lipschitz continuous in the time

variable. Helly's theorem then gives a convergent subsequence, which is finally

proved to satify the Kruzkov entropy condition (0.2). In a last section we apply

this method to two problems in two dimensions, one theoretical example and

one example taken from petroleum reservoir simulation.

1. Construction of approximate solutions

For simplicity of notation we will consider (0.1) in two dimensions, since gen-

eralization to more than two dimensions is straightforward. In two dimensions,

(0.1) reads

,j    js U,  + f(u)x  +  g(U)y   =  0 ,

u(x,y, 0) = u0ix,y),

where / and g are continuous functions 1-»R that are also in BVXociR) n

*¿c(*).
We wish to construct a numerical approximation of the solution u based

on dimensional splitting, and where the one-dimensional solution operators are

constructed by Dafermos's method [4]. We now give a brief description of

Dafermos's method as used in [7] and as we will use it here.

Let Mo be some given real number and let u,■■ = uq + iô, ô > 0, for i =

1... , N; let f = f(u¡). We then define fsiu) by

(1.2) u £ [Ui, u,+x] =» fs(u) = fi+x ~fliu- Ui) + f,        i = 0,...,N-l
Mi+l - Ui

and

(1.3) u < u0 => fs(u) = uo,        u>uN^fs(u) = uN.

Consider the Riemann problem with u¡ = »o and ur = un ■ Let fc denote the

lower convex envelope of f¿ on [u¡, ur]. Then also f is piecewise linear and

continuous. Let it0 < üx < ■ ■ ■ < üM be such that

(1.4) üo = uo,    um = un,    {üo, ... ,uM} Q{uo, ... ,uN} ,

and such that f is linear on each interval [ü,, ö,+i]. The solution of the one-

dimensional Riemann problem with left state u0 and right state Un is now

given by

(Uj forx<sot,

üj for Si-11 < x < s¡t,  i = I, ... , M - I,

ur for x > §M~xt,

where

(1.6) S¡ = {i+ ' ~ {'' ,        / = 0,...,M-1.
Ui+l - u¡

There is a similar formula involving the upper convex envelope for the solution

of the Riemann problem in the case where the left initial value is larger than the

right. In particular, we see that the solution in each case is a step function in

x/t. Dafermos's method as used in [7] and elsewhere involves approximating
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the initial function by a step function and thereby defining a series of Riemann

problems. The solutions of these will define a function which can be defined

for / > 0 until two discontinuities interact. The interacting discontinuities

will then define a Riemann problem. This Riemann problem is solved and the

solution can be continued in this fashion up to any positive time. For a complete

description of this procedure we refer the reader to [6], [7].

Let Ax and Ay be given (small) numbers, and let n be a projection from

BV(R2) to functions that are constant on each square

(1.7) zu = {(x, y) ;  ¿Ax < x < (i + I) Ax, jAy <y < (j + l)Ay}

for /', j £ Z . The projection n is to satisfy

lim      nu(x, y) = u(x, y),
Ax—»0, Ay—»0

/jos \nu-u\dxdy = 0(max(Ax, Ay)),

Mi+l)Ax    r(j+l)Ay Mi+l)Ax    r(j+l)Ay

(nu)ijAxAy = j j nudxdy = / / udxdy,
JiAx JjAy J iAx JjAy

where we write (nu)¡j for nu\z¡j. Furthermore, the value of nu in z¡j should

only depend on u in z¡j. In addition, the projection is required to satisfy

min(Xiy)€Zy u < (nu)ij < max{x,y)€ZiJ u.

The canonical choice would be to let n denote the grid average, i.e.,

(1.9) nu(x,y) = p(Zij)-x      dp(x,y)u(x,y),        (x,y)£ztj,
Jz¡j

for some measure p. Since we will use Dafermos's method in each direction,

we define fg and gg to be piecewise linear continuous approximations to /

and g, respectively. The approximations should be good both in the T.V.-norm

and in Lx, i.e.,

lim|/(M)-/,(M)|T.v. = 0,

(1.10) S^°
^       ' lim\fiu)-fgiu)\Li=0,

d—*\J

and similarly for g. If v0ix) is a piecewise constant function taking a finite

number of values, we can use Dafermos's method to calculate the solution to

the initial value problem

(1.11) v, + fg(v)x = 0,        v(x,0) = v0(x).

We will write w(x, t) = S¿'*it)voix) to indicate that u(x, /) is the weak

entropy solution of (1.11).
If, for each fixed x, w(x, y) is a piecewise constant function in y on the

intervals (jAy, ij + l)Ay), j £ Z , we write

(1.12) Ujix) = w|jAy<y<(j+l)Ay(^> }>)■

Similarly,

(1-13) Uiiy) = u\iAx<x<(i+x)hxix, y)

for functions that are constant in x for each v . Furthermore,

(1.14) Ujix,t) = Sfô>xit)Ujix),        Uiiy,t) = Sf>yit)Uiiy).
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Dimensional splitting consists in first applying the solution operator S-'x to «,

for each j, then projecting the solution back onto the grid, and subsequently

applying the solution operator S$'y to u¡ for each i. Finally, the result of

this is projected onto the grid, and the process is repeated. In "computer code",
this looks as follows:

t:=0
n:=0
u°(x,y) := nou0ix,y)

do while t < T
do   j := -N step 1 to N

u"j+l/2ix) :=S^x(At)u"(x, (j+l/2)Ay)

enddo
un+xl2(x, y):=n°un+xl2(x, y)

do   i := -N step 1 to N
uï+x(y) :=S¡'y(At)un+xl2((i+l/2)Ax,y)

enddo
un+x(x,y):=noun+x(x, y)

t:=t + At
n := n + 1

enddo

Here, N is a constant that is chosen so large that u" is constant outside the
square bounded by ±NAx and ±NAy in the time interval [0, T].

2. Convergence

For convenience we will from now on assume that Ax = Ay = cAt for some

c ^ 0. We then have three main lemmas, which ensure the existence of a

convergent subsequence.

Lemma 1. There holds

(2.1) ||w"(*,y)|U<|K(*,y)||oo.

Proof. This is true since S¿ x and S¿'y do not introduce new maxima or

minima, and neither does the projection n .   D

Lemma 2. We have

(2.2) T.V.(x>y)iunix, y)) < T.V.{x>y)iuoix, y)).

Proof. Recall that for a function hix, y), the total variation T.V.(xy)A(x, y)

is defined as

(2.3) T.Y.{Xty)hix, y) = ¡TN.xihix, y))dy + jT.V.y(/z(x, y))dx.

The lemma will hold inductively if we show that

T.y.iun+Xix,y)) < T.Y.iu"ix,y)).

From [7] we know that if u and v are two weak solutions of

(2.4) Ut + fiu)x = 0

with initial values «o and vq , respectively, then
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(2.5) \u - v\dx <     \u0- v0\dx.

We now have that un(x, At) and Uj+l(x, At) are step functions that are

constant on some intervals {[xk , xk+x)} . Thus, if xk £ [xk, xk+x), then

i \u"j+lix, At) - Uj(x,At)\dx

(2.6) = S K+i(** » àt) - Uj(xk , At)\ixk+X - xk)
k

<EK;+i-"?>-

using (2.5). But by the construction of the projection % ,

(2.7) £ \u"j+xixk , At) - UjiXk , At)\(xk+X -**) = £ KUl - uu'2\^-
k i

Therefore,

(2-8) E KIR - uZl/2\Ax * E W./+1 - u"Jàx-
i i

If again « is a weak solution of (2.4), then from [6] we have

(2.9) T.V.,0) < T.V.,(«o).

From this it follows that

(2.10) £ \Uj(xk+x, At) - Uj(xk , At)\ < E K+1J - <,|.
k i

Now let h = h(x) £ BV be any piecewise constant function, and let hc be a

continuous approximation to h defined as follows. In a small neighborhood of

each jump we let hc be a linear interpolation between the two constant values.

Then T.V.(A) = T.Y.(hc) > T.V.(nh), since nh is a particular partition of hc.

This implies

(2-11) ElCr<ï/2I^El»7+i,)-"?i
i i

Multiplying (2.11) by Ay and summing over j, and summing (2.8) over j,

and then adding the results, we obtain

(2.12) T.V.(x>y)(M"+'/2(x, y)) < T.V.{x,y)iunix, y)).

The desired result now follows by applying S¿'y .   O

Lemma 3. There holds

(2.13) Yl \U?J - ulj\teAy = (CAt + h(Ax, Ay, u)) (m-n),
i,j

where h is such that limAjc_o,Ay^o h(Ax, Ay, u) = 0.

Proof. If we again turn to the one-dimensional equation and let u be the solu-

tion of (2.4), then

(2.14) / \u(x, t2) -uix, ti)\dx < C(i2 -tx)
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for some constant C. In our notation this reads

(2.15) £ K+1/2(*fc+1, Ai) - unjixk)\ixk+x-xk) < CAt,

k

where the intervals {[xk,xk+x)} are chosen such that both unAx, At) and

u"(x) are constant on [xk , xk+x) and xk £ [xk , xk+x). Now

(2 16)      '"^ " M'';l - '"'^ " U1{X>At)l + lu"j{X> At) * "S72'

+1<+;/2 - un;xl\x, At)\ + i«;+1/2(x, a?) - <,i,

for ¿Ax < x < (i + l)Ax. Integrating (2.16) in both the x- and y-direction

and using (2.15) gives

(2.17) Elw^+'-^JAxAy < 4NCAt+ íí \nv-v\dxdy+ íÍ \nw-w\dxdy,
i,j

where

w(x, y) = u"(x, At),

v(x,y) = unj+x/2(x,At),

and N is such that u" ■ is constant outside the square bounded by ±NAx and

±NAy. By virtue of (1.8), the last two terms on the right-hand side of (2.17)

will be of order O(Ax) = O(At) as Ax and Ay tend to zero. The lemma now

follows by induction.   D

Denote u"(x, y) by u^(x, y), where n = (6, Ax). Now by using Lemmas

1-3 and Helly's theorem as, e.g., in [2], one shows the existence of a conver-

gent subsequence of u^ (which we for simplicity will again call u^(x, y, t)).

Furthermore, this sequence converges uniformly in Li(K2 x [0, T]) for any

T > 0, and the limit takes the correct initial value. We will denote this limit

by u(x, y, t).

Lemma 4. The limit u(x, y, t) is a weak entropy solution of (2.1).

Proof. We always have that u"(x, At) is a weak entropy solution of the problem

(2.19) u, + fiu)x = 0,        u(x,nAt) = unj(x).

Therefore,

(n+l)A;

<pt\unj(x, t) - k\

+ c/>xsign(M;"(x, t) - k)(fs(u"j(x, t)) - fô(k))dtdx

- i <p(x, (n+ l)At)\u"j(x, At)-k\dx
Jr

+ i 4>(x, nAt)\u"j(x) - k\dx > 0
Jr

for any constant k . Since un(x, t) is a step function in x , the integration with

respect to x can be approximated by a Riemann sum of u"+x'2. Therefore,

//Jr JnR JnAt

(2.20)
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for any small e > 0 we may find a corresponding n such that

r(n+l)At

£<¿(¿Ax,7Ay,í)(|<+//2-k|
JnAt

(2-21) +<pijit)xsigniuZl/2 - k)if,"f2 - fik))Ax dt

- ECKj'2 -k\Ax + J2 AjKj - k\Ax > -e,
i i

where fp¡ = /(«" •) and (¡>"j = <¡>(iAx, jAy, «Ai). Here we have used (1.8)

when replacing unix, At) by w"+1/2 and /¿¡(«"(x, Ai)) by f(u"+l/2). Further-

more, we can approximate differentiation with respect to i by a difference, and

integration with respect to i by a multiplication with Ai. Thus, for any £■ > 0

we can find n such that

(2-22) + (^+')xsign(M^1/2 - k)if?y2 - fik))\ AxAt

- EC/K7/2 - k\^+T,tí.jKj - k\Ax > -«i-
i i

Similarly, we get

(2-23) + i<p^x)ysigniuiy/2 - k)ig?+x'2 - g(k))\AyAt

- E Kj Kj -k\Ay + Y, <t>",jKl12 - k\Ay > -e2
j i

for any £2 > 0 and for some sufficiently small n. Multiplying (2.22) by Ay
and adding for all j, and multiplying (2.23) by Ax and adding for all i, and
finally adding the results, we get

e{^^i<V/2-^i+^(<+;/2-^)
¡J    s.

x m+¡Ufu/2 - /(*)) + (4>r¡)y(gu'2 - S(k)))\ AxAyAt
(2.24) J

i,j

+ Y^<t>ï,j\u",j-k\AxAy > -L(ex + e2) = -Le,
i,j

where L = NAx = NAy, and N is such that supp(0) c {|x| < 7V/2, \y\ <

N/2} x[0, T]. Summing (2.24) over n and letting » -> 0, we get that u is

an entropy weak solution of (2.1).     n
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The generalization of this to higher dimensions is straightforward. We define

(2.25) Gs(t) = nS{"x"---nSÏ'x>

and let n denote the 'grid spacing', i.e., r\ = (S, Axi, ... , Ax„ , Ai). The

approximate solution is denoted

(2.26) un(xx, ... ,xn, mAt) = (Gs(At))mu0(xx, ... , x„).

Theorem. Let f\, ... , f„ be continuous functions that are in BV^^nL^R).

Define by (2.26) a sequence of approximate solutions 0/(0.1) indexed by n. As
i/-»0,£i subsequence of u„ converges to the unique entropy weak solution (0.2)

0/(0.1).

3. TWO NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section we will present two numerical examples where the method of

fractional steps has been applied. The first is a theoretical example, while the

second is taken from petroleum reservoir simulation.

In the first example we study the equation

Ut + (u2)x + cos(2nu)y = 0,

f3n r -1 if |(x,y)-(0.4, 0.4)| < 0.5,
u0(x, y) = I  I    if |(x, y) - (-0.4, -0.4)| < 0.5,

I 0   otherwise.

We have used Ax = Ay = .05 and Ai = 0.10, which corresponds to a CFL
number of 4 in the x-direction and 2 in the y-direction. We have used 11

piecewise linear segments to approximate the flux functions. As the measure p

we have here used simple Lebesgue measure, and the projection n from (1.9)

is therefore simply the grid cell average. In Figures 3.1-3.4 (see next page) we
show the solution at times i = 0, i = 0.1, i = 0.2 and i = 0.3, respectively.

The different values are shown on a gray scale such that black corresponds to

-1 and white corresponds to 1. The labels on the axes denote grid blocks,
the lower left-hand corner has coordinates (-1, -1) and the upper right-hand
corner (1, 1 ).

The next example is taken from petroleum reservoir simulation. It is a study

of water injection into a homogeneous horizontal oil field. We use a two-phase

black oil model, neglecting capillary pressure, and assume that the two phases

present, water and oil, are incompressible. The reservoir is then described by

two coupled differential equations called 'pressure equation' and 'saturation

equation', respectively. The pressure equation reads

(3.2) V((Xo(s) + kw(s))VP) = 0.

Here, the unknowns are the pressure P, the fraction of the available pore vol-

ume occupied by water, and the water saturation 5. The relative permeabilities

X0(s) and kw(s) are assumed to be known functions of the saturation. By using

the so-called Darcy's law, one obtains the saturation equation

(3.3) st + VF(s) = P,

where

(3 4) Fis) =_Xw^_S7P
(     ' ()     Us) + ^u,(s)
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Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2

0 10 20 30 10 0 10. 20 30 10

Figure 3.3 Figure 3.4

The equations (3.2) and (3.3) are solved using an IMPES method, i.e., first (3.2)

is solved with the initial saturation distribution, then (3.3) is solved in some

time interval [i0, tx], assuming that the pressure is constant in this interval.

Now we again solve (3.2), given the result from (3.3). This process is then

repeated. The IMPES method is common, and is usually justified by the large

difference in the characteristic times in (3.2) and (3.3). The numerical method

used to solve (3.3) is a finite element method using the same grid system as the

method of fractional steps which is used to solve (3.4). Here the projection n is

much more sophisticated than in the theoretical example. The algorithm for n

'tries to discover' where the solution is smooth and where it is discontinuous. In

places where it finds discontinuities it tries to represent these as well as possible.
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Figure 3.5

For further details of the fractional steps algorithm applied to flow in porous

media the reader is referred to [1].

In the example we use five injection wells and initially ten production wells. A

production well is automatically shut off after water breakthrough, i.e., after the

saturation surrounding it has reached some predefined level. In Figure 3.5 we

show the saturation of water at four different times, all active wells are marked

by squares, for injection wells the squares are black while production wells are

white. The water saturation is represented by a gray scale, black corresponds to

a saturation of 1.0 and white to a saturation of 0.25 . The numerical grid size

used here is 50 x 50, and we used ten linear segments in the approximation to

the flux function.
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